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GLOBAL EXPONENTIAL ATTRACTORS FOR A CLASS
OF ALMOST-PERIODIC PARABOLIC EQUATIONS IN RN

PIERRE-A. VUILLERMOT

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. In this article, we construct global exponential attractors for a class

of almost-periodic semilinear reaction-diffusion equations with Neumann

boundary conditions on bounded regions of RN . The class of problems that we

analyze here contains, in particular, Fisher's equations of population genetics.

Consider the class of real semilinear parabolic Neumann boundary value

problems of the form

' ut(x, t) = Au(x, t) + s(t)g(u(x, t)),        (x, t) G Q x R+ ,

(1) J Ran(w) ç (uo, ux),

(du/dn)(x,t) = 0,        (i,i)eôQxI+.

In (1), £2 denotes an open connected bounded subset of RN with smooth

boundary dû. and N G [2, oc) n N+, while A stands for Laplace's operator

in the x-variable. Furthermore, s: R+ —> R is the restriction to R+ of a Bohr

almost-periodic function on R, which we shall also denote by 5, while g G

^(5)(R, R) possesses at least two zeroes «n and U\ such that g(u) > 0 for

every mg (wn, U\), with the property that g'(uo) > 0 and g'(u\) <0. Finally,

Ran(w) denotes the range of u and « stands for the normalized outer normal

vector to dil.
Problems of the form ( 1 ) occur in various fields of sciences, such as the theory

of nerve pulse propagation and population genetics [2-4]. It is then natural to

ask whether there are conditions on the function 5 such that every classical

solution (x, t) —► u(x, t) to problem (1) that exists globally in time stabilizes

around a stable attractor as i->oo. It is the purpose of this article to show that

this is indeed possible. We shall refer to the above properties of g as being the

following hypothesis:

We have g G ̂ (5)(R, R) and there exist u0, ux G R such that

(G)       g(uo) = g(u\) = 0, g'(uo) > 0, g'(ui) < 0, and g(u) > 0 for
every u G (u0, Wi).
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Now let Rs be the Bohr compactification of the real line [7]. We shall identify

the real Bohr almost-periodic function s of problem (1) with its uniformly

continuous extension on Rß , namely, 5 G W(Rb , R) • We shall also write

(2) pB(s) = lim /-' / dis(Ç)
/-»°°      Jo

for the time average of 5. Moreover, we shall assume that the following two

hypotheses hold:

(Si)   We have pB(s) ¿ 0 and t -» ¡¿dÇ§{Ç) = 0(1)  as  |f| -* oo, where

s = s- pb(s) .
(S2)   The restriction of s to R+ is Holder continuous.

Finally, we proceed to give the definition of a classical solution that we shall

use throughout this article. Let [N/2] be the integer part of N/2 ; in the re-

maining part of this paper we shall assume that £2 has a 275+[JV/21-boundary in

the sense of [1], in such a way that Q. lies on only one side of its boundary, and

that is satisfies the interior ball condition for every x G 3D. [5]. We denote by

f2-1(iîxl+,l) the set consisting of all functions ze?(fixR+,R) such that

(x, t) -» djDaz(x, t) G f (12 x R+ , R) for all a = (e*i, ... , aN) G NN , yeN,

satisfying J^f-i aj + 2y<2. In a similar way we define Wl'°(UxR+ ,R). We

then have

Definition 1. A function u G g'2'1(QxR+, R)nW(ÏÏxR+ , R)ng" •°(ßxR+ , R)
is said to be a classical solution to problem ( 1 ) if the following conditions hold:

(C\)   The partial derivative (x, t) —> ut(x, t) exists for every t g R+ uni-

formly in x G Q.

(C2)   x^u(x,t)e W-2\U, R)_for every t G R+ .

(Ci)    (x,t) -» u,(x, t) € ^(Q x R+, R)  and  t -* u,(x, t) G W(R+, R)

uniformly in x G Q.
(C4)    u satisfies relations ( 1 ) identically.

The main result of this article then is

Theorem 1. Consider problem (1) where g satisfies hypothesis (G). Assume,

moreover, that s satisfies hypotheses (Si) and (S2). Set rUo = g'(u0)pB(s),

ru, = g'(u\)Pß(s), and let u beany classical solution to problem (1). Then

there exist en G (0, 00), teo e (0, 00), and a positive constant Cn such that the

following statements hold:

(i) If Pb(s) < 0, then the exponential decay estimates

(3) sup|i<(x, 0-wol <c0e0exp[r„0(/-/£o)],
xeii

(4) sup|Vu(x, t)\ < c0£oexp[r„0(i- teo)]
xeii

hold for every t G [t£o, 00).
(ii) If Pb(s) > 0, then a completely similar statement holds provided that we

replace uo by u\ everywhere in relations (3) and (4).

Remarks. (1) The above theorem asserts that if ps(s) < 0, then «o is a global

exponential attractor for problem (1); every classical solution to problem (1)

stabilizes around Mn exponentially rapidly, with a rate of decay depending solely
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on g'(uo) and Pb(s) , regardless of the spectral properties of Laplace's oper-

ator. We can thereby also conclude that the global stabilization phenomenon

described above is primarily governed by the reaction process in (1). Of course,

a similar remark holds if Pb(s) > 0.

(2) Our result immediately implies that problem (1) has no time almost-

periodic classical solution. For if t —► u(x, t) were such a solution, relation

(3) would immediately imply that u(x, t) = «o for every (x, t) e £2 x R+, a

contradiction since Mn is not a solution to problem (1).

(3) The simplest equation of the form (1) is the so-called Fisher's equation

of population genetics, namely,

' u,(x,t)= Au(x, t) + s(t)u(x, t)( 1 - u(x, t)),        (x, t) G Q x R+ ,

(5)    J Ran(M)cj(0, 1),

(du/dn)(x ,0 = 0, (x,t)edCixR+.

Under the conditions of the above theorem, every classical solution to problem

(5) stabilizes exponentially rapidly toward uq — 0 or u\ — 1, depending on

whether ps(s) < 0 or pb(s) > 0. In the context of population genetics, (5)

models, for instance, the evolution of the fraction u of one of two alíeles in

the population of a migrating diploid species located in Q, when the so-called

selection function s takes almost-periodic seasonal variations into account. In

this case, our result means that only one of the two alíeles will eventually survive

in the population.

(4) Our work concerning problem ( 1 ) was primarily inspired by the recent

results of [6]. In fact, the authors of [6] obtained results concerning the case

where t —► s(x, t) is periodic and may also depend on x G Q ; however, their

method of proof seems to be strictly limited to the periodic case and does not
provide the actual rates of decay.

The proof of the theorem rests upon the combination of a local geometric

argument with a global one. We begin with the formulation of the local result.

For p g (N, oo), let LP(C) — LP(Q,C) be the usual Lebesgue space with

respect to Lebesgue measure on Q ; define

(6) Hy(R) = {z e H2-p(R):(dz/dn)(x) = 0, xedfi}

where H2'P(R) = H2p(Q., R) is the usual real Sobolev space of functions on

Q. We may then assume that H24¿P(R) becomes a commutative Banach algebra

with respect to the usual operations and the graph-norm [ 1 ]

(7) ||z||,0,2;P = ||(Ao-Aí),^)z||í,.

In relation (7), Ap ¡yy is the Lp(C)-realization of Laplace's operator whose do-
main is given by the complexification of (6), while || • ||p denotes the usual

Lp-norm and An G p(Ap<yy), the resolvent set of APijr. Endowed with the

norm (7), the above Banach algebra will henceforth be denoted by H2'P^(R).

Our local result is then the following proposition, which we also believe to be

new. It amounts to constructing an infinite-dimensional stable manifold for

problem (8).

Proposition 1. Let s and g satisfy all of the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and

fix p G (N, oo). Then there exist ei G (0, oo), k\ g [1, oo) and, for each e g
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(0, Si], an open spherical neighborhood J^2k^-1 e of radius (2k\)~xe centered at

the origin of //¿'^-(R) such that the following statements hold for every i0 G R :

(i) If Pb(s) < 0, and if we define sto(t) - s(t + to) for every t g R, then

for each n g Jifa )-i£ = {n G ̂ 2fc,)-|£: 7 > 0 on Cl}, there exists a classical

solution (x, t) —> u(x, t, n) to the problem

' ut(x, t) = Au(x, t) + sl0(t)g(u(x ,t)),        (x, t) G Cl x R+ ,

(8) J Ran(w) Ç(uo,«i),

(du/dn)(x,t) = 0,        (x,t)£dClxR+,

which satisfies u(x, 0, r¡) = n(x) + Uo for every x G Cl. Moreover, the exponen-

tial decay estimates

(9) sup|w(x, t, t]) -M0| <cieexp[r„0í],
xeü.

(10) sup|Vw(x, t, n)\ <c¡eexp[rUot]
xeñ

hold for every /eRj and for some positive constant C\.

(ii) If Pb(s) > 0, then a completely similar result holds, provided that we

replace J^x)-H by ¿fa^i, = {" e ^k^-'e'l < 0 on il} and u0 by ux

everywhere in statement (i).

For to = 0, Proposition 1 provides particular classical solutions of small

norm to problem ( 1 ) that satisfy exponential decay estimates similar to relations

(3) and (4). In order to extend the validity of such estimates to all classical

solutions of problem ( 1 ) and thereby obtain a proof of Theorem 1, we do need

the arbitrariness of to in Proposition 1 (compare with the proof of Theorem

1 ). For the sake of clarity, we postpone the proof of Proposition 1 until the end

of the paper.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let u be any classical solution to problem (1) and define

u(t) by u(t)(x) = u(x, t) for every (x, t) G Cl G R+ . From condition (C2) of

definition 1, it follows that u(t) G H2'Pj^(R). If pb(s) < 0 then, upon using

the remaining conditions of Definition 1, hypothesis (S2 ), and the asymptotic

theory for solutions to parabolic evolution equations [8], it follows that u(t) —»

«o strongly in H2'pr(R) as / —► oo . Consequently, all that we have to do is to

wait long enough until u(t)-Uo hits the stable manifold jy.t ,_, at some time

t = tt; for then we can identify u(t) for t > tE with a small norm-solution of

Proposition 1 through the parabolic maximum principle. Thus fix £0 G (0, S\) ;

then there exists teo G (0, oo) suchthat ||«(í) - «olU0,2,p < (2/ci)-1en for every

t G [te¡), oo). With this in mind, define t]o = u(teo) - uq ; since u is a classical

solution to problem (1), we may conclude that rjo € JC^ . ,£ . It then follows

from Proposition 1, with to - teo, that the boundary value problem

' u,(x, t) = Au(x, t) + slco(t)g(u(x , t)),        (x, 0gQxR+,

(11) )  Ran(w) ç (u0, «i),

(du/dn)(x,t) = 0,        (x,t)edClxR+,
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possesses a classical solution (x, t) —► w(x, /, ?/o) that satisfies

(12) u(x, 0, no) = io(x) + u0 = u(x, t£o)

for every x G Cl. Moreover, the exponential decay estimates

(13) sup|w(x, t-tEo, ?7o) - "ol <CiEoexp[rUo(t-tEo)],
xen

(14) sup|Vw(x, t-t£o, n0)\ ^c^Eoexplru^t-t^)]
xen

hold for every t g [teo, oo). We now define (x, t) —► w(x, t) = u(x, t-t£o, no)

for every (x, t) G Cl x [t£g ,00). It then follows from relations (11), (12) and

the definition of ste   that w satisfies the initial boundary value problem

' «7,(x, t) = Aw(x, t) + s(t)g(w(x, t)),        (x, t) eClx (t£o, 00),

Ran(w;) ç (uq, u¡),

w(x,t£o) = u(x,t£o),        xgQ,

(dw/dn)(x, t) = 0,        (x,t)edClx (t£o, 00),

(15)

(16)     Vm-.

along with the exponential decay estimates (13) and (14). In order to complete

the proof of Theorem l(i), it thus remains to prove that w(x, t) — u(x, t)

for every (x, t) G Cl x [t£o, 00). We first notice that Ran(w) ç (uo,U\),

Ran(?jj) C («o, «i) ; moreover, s is uniformly bounded on R and g is smooth.

The conclusion then follows from the third relation in (15) and the parabolic

maximum principle. The proof of statement (ii), of course, is similar.   □

We conclude this article by providing a proof of Proposition 1 for the case

Pb(s) < 0. The case pb(s) > 0, of course, is similar. On //^'^(R), consider

initial value problems of the form

\ y'(t) = (Aj, + st0(t)g'(u0))y(t) + s,0(t)gUo(y(t)),        / G R+ ,

yo,

where sto is as in the statement of Proposition 1. In expression (16), Aj,- stands

for the H2 '^r(C)-realization of Laplace's operator on the domain

(17) Dom(Ar) = (ze HAjp(£):Ap^z G H2'P(C)}

where H^\(C) and H^P(C) are the complexifications of H2o'Pj,-(R) and

H^P(R), respectively. Moreover, gUo:H^p^.(R) -» H2¿P^(R) is defined by

(18) gUo(z) = go(u0 + z)-g'(uo)z.

Let {rVAr(t)}l€R+ be the restriction to //?'^,(R) of the diffusion semigroup

generated by  Aj,-   on   //2'^(C);  define the family of evolution operators

{Uu0,,0(t, r)},>r>o by

(19) c/Uo,,0(?,r) = exp  g'(u0) j dÇsto(i)   WAt(t-r).

It is easily verified that relation ( 19) with r = 0 provides the evolution operators

that solve the linear part of equation (16).
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Lemma 1. There exists a positive constant c, independent of r, t, and to, such

that the exponential decay estimate

(20) ll|tf«o,/o(i»'")llloo,>lo,2,p <CexPK('-r)]

holds for the corresponding operator-norm.

Proof. Since Pb(Si0) = Pb(s) , we may write

(21) UUoJo(t,>)-= exv[rUo(t - r)]exp g'(u0) f dist0(t)   W \̂t-r)

where st(¡ = sto - Pb(s) . But since s satisfies hypothesis (Si), we have

(22) £dÇsio(Z) = j'dmt0(t) = Q(\)

uniformly in r, t, and to , where (s)to(t) = s(t + to). The conclusion then fol-

lows from the fact that {W'A^(í)}í€R+ is a contraction semigroup on H2p

D

The preceding result suggests that we ought to be able to construct exponen-

tially decaying classical solutions of small norm to problem (16). This is indeed

the case.

Lemma 2. Let g and s satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Then there exist

constants £i G (0, oo), k\ G [1, oo) and, for each e G (0, e(\, an open spherical

neighborhood J^2kl)-tE of radius (2k\)~ls centered at the origin of H2'P^(R),

such that the following statements hold for every t0 G R :

(i) // pB(s) < 0, then for every  n G yl¡2k¡)-l£ = {ri G JV{2k^t:n > 0

on Cl}, there exists a unique function t -» y(t, n) G W(R^, H2,pjr(R)) n

W^{R+, //^'^(R)) that provides a classical solution to the Cauchy problem

(16) with y(0) = n and that satisfies the exponential decay estimate

(23) \\y(t, rç)lk,2,P <eexp[rUot]

for every ielj.
(ii) If Pb(s) > 0, then a similar statement holds if we replace everywhere

■^(ik )-'e by JK2k j-ig = {" G yl¡2ki)-\£: n < 0 on Cl} and uo by U\ in statement

(i). '

Proof. Let Yr¡¡f¡ be the real Banach space of all continuous mappings y:Rg —»

H2'Pjy(W) with respect to the usual pointwise operations and the norm y —►

l|y|k0 = sup(eKj \\y(t)\\x0,2,Pexp[-rUot] < oo. By using the usual variation of

constants formula, we can easily verify that the requirements y G Yru and

y G W(R+ , H2X^(R)) n ^(')(R+ , //¿'^(R)) imply that y is a classical expo-

nentially decaying solution to problem (16) if and only if the relation

(24) y(t) = UUo,to(t,0)y0+ f diUUo,lo(t,i)sto^)gUo(y(0)
Jo

holds for every t G Rj . Now for every such t, write

(25) F0(y,r,)(t) = UUoJo(t,0)r,
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for each n G H2'P^-(W) ; furthermore, let

(26) F{(y)(t) = fdiUUoJo(t,i)sto(i)gUo(y(^)-
Jo

It follows immediately from Lemma 1 that y G Yr¡i implies Fo(y, n) e Yru .

Now recall that H2'Pjr(R) is a Banach algebra since p G (N, oo) [1]. From

this, we infer that the structure of our theory is similar to that developed in [9]

for the analysis of some hyperbolic problems. In particular, we can easily verify

that gUo G W^(H^P^(R), H^Pj,(R)) as a consequence of the differentiabil-

ity hypothesis g G ^(5)(R, R) and that there exists a nondecreasing mapping

<P: R¿ -» RJ such that the estimate

(27) ||ß2^0(z)(«,Ä:)m0,2,p<(D(||z||/lo,2,p)||«mOj2,;)||^mo,2,p

holds for all z, h, k G //¿'^-(R). Since we may write

(28) c?«„(v(£)) = / <fr(l -s)D2gUo(sy(c;))y2(Ç),
Jo

it follows from relations (26), (20), and (28) that y G Yru implies F\(y) G Yru .

Consequently, as in [9], we can conclude that the mapping F(-, n):Yru —>

Yru defined by F(y, n)(t) = F0(y, n)(t) + Fi(y)(t) is a contraction in the

ball Sr (e) = {y G Yr : ||y||r„ < £} for e G (0, £[] and £\ sufficiently small,

whenever ||i7|U0,2,/? < (2k\)~le for some k\ e [1, oo). We can then easily show

that the corresponding unique fixed point y(-, ?/) possesses all of the required

properties. This is true, in particular, if n G Jfâk ._,   when ¿¿b(.s) < 0, or if

le^)-,,, when /uB(í)>0.    D

Proof of Proposition 1. If ¿¿/¿(i) < 0, define the function (x, t) —► ü(x, t, r¡) =

y(t, n)(x) + uq where y(-, >/) is the fixed point of Lemma 2, and recall that

there exists the continuous embedding H^pr(R) -» g"^(R), where g" ^(R)

denotes the Banach space of all real Holder continuous functions on Cl with

Hölderian derivatives Daz of exponent ß G (0, 1 - p~lN], \a\ G [0, 1] and

the usual norm [1]. It follows from this, relations (16), (18), (23), and standard

parabolic regularity theory that u(-, -, «) satisfies relations (9), (10), as well

as the first and third relations of (8) in the classical sense of Definition 1. As

for the range condition Ran(w) ç (uq, U\), it is sufficient to check that the

relation it(x, 0, n) - n(x) + wo G (u0, U\) holds for every x G Q, for then

the general case follows from the parabolic maximum principle. In other words

we must check that «o < n(x) + uq < u\ for every x G Cl. The left-hand side

inequality holds because of the condition n > 0 ; as for the inequality n(x) =

|«(x)| < U\ - Uo, it follows from the requirement ||^mo,2,p < c~x(u\ - «o),

where c denotes the embedding constant in H2,Pj,-(R) -* Wl-^(R). This can

always be achieved in choosing, if necessary, e, smaller and k\ bigger than the

values selected in Lemma 2. If ps(s) > 0, then the argument is similar with

ù(x, t, n) = y(t, m)(x) + U\ and n < 0.    D

Remark. In the case where pb(s) = 0 and JçdÇs(Ç) - 0(1) as \t\ —> oo, the

stabilization phenomenon of the classical solutions to problem 1 is completely
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different from that described in Theorem 1. In particular, its analysis requires

the elaboration of a suitable center manifold theory. The corresponding results

will be published elsewhere.
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